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■ Motivation:
■ The focus on strong economic growth and specific character of the Polish

financial sector rise questions about shape of the macroprudential policy
and the way it should be mixed with other macro policies (monetary,
fiscal, social).

■ What kind of institutional and legal framework should be worked out to
conduct macroprudential policy?

■ What kind of instruments should be used to apply macroprudential policy
effectively?

■ To what extent should the Polish macroprudential policy be harmonized
with monetary and fiscal policies and European solutions?

It will be a short story
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GDP, current prices (PPP, international $ bln, 2019)

about the biggest central EU economy 
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GDP per capita, current prices (PPP, bln international $, 2019)

that in fact is small, open, catching-up country
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• Trade integration

Trade as % of GDP (2018) Polish export by partner (2018)

integrated with EU
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• Financial system integration

Cross-border links between EU MS (presence of 
SII and market share in host countries, 2018)

Shares of foreign affiliates in total banking sector 
(2018)

Source: Polish FSA

Source: ESRB

Source: ESRB

Polish banks market capitalization (2019)

integrated with EU
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Average unemployment rate (2013-2018)Average inflation rate (2013-2018)

Public debt to GDP ratio (2013-2018)Average change of trade balance (2013-2018)
Source: Polish Bank Association

Source: Polish Bank Association

Source: Polish Bank Association

with sound real sphere
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loans* – nominal growth rate, 3-month moving average; loans** –
growth rate after adjusting for foreign exchange rate changes, 3-
month moving averageSource: NBP

Growth rate of nominal GDP 
(y/y) and selected categories of 
loans (2010 - 2019)

Source: NBP

Distribution of the value of new 
housing loans by LTV ratios

Credit cycle (credit-to-GDP, 1996 -
2019)

Source: NBP

adequate credit action
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Source: NBP

Components of regulatory
capital and capital ratios
(2008 - 2019)

Structure of the banking
sector liabilities (2010 -
2019)

Funding gap (2010-2019)

Source: NBP Source: NBP

Leverage ratio (2008-2019)

and stable financial system 

Source: NBP
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Weakening global business
sentiment (2016 - 2019)

Source: NBP based on IMF W: 
Purchasing Managers’ Index, 
Business Confidence Index, 
Customer Confidence Index

Risk index on the global financial
markets (2007-2019)

Source: NBP based on Morgan Stanley Research

facing however weakening global economic activity and risks 

RRE price index /2015=100/ (2008
- 2019)
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RoE of EU banking sectors (2009 -
2018)

Source: NBP

Source: NBP

Loan losses and their relation to
net value of loans (2010 - 2019)

Source: NBP

Source: NBP

Value of FX (indexed) loans to GDP

and some specific problems

Ratings of selected Polish banks (2019)
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■ Monetary policy main cross-border 
transmission channels:
■ Interest rates
■ Exchange rates 
■ Financial institutions balance

sheets:
■ assets prices
■ FX wholesale financing
■ FX(-indexed) lending
■ Institutions ownership

Short-term IR

Long-term IR

Source: OECD

Source: OECD

influenced by global/eurozone MP
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■ The eurozone and global decline in interest
rates:
■ CBs “unconventional” monetary policy
■ Demographics: declining population

growth in regions generating savings
■ Investment slump: a shortage of

opportunities with reasonable risk level
■ Savings glut: an increase in savings at

any income level groups
■ A slowdown in economic growth, and in

particular, of growth in total factor
productivity

■ Relative low oil prices
■ A series of positive supply shocks

(China, globalization)
Source: NBP based on Bloomberg data

Profitability structure on the global debt 
instruments market

influenced by global/eurozone MP
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and being outside banking union 
§ Possible opt-in for non-eurozone country:

§ perception of increased stability and confidence in the
banking system

§ more unified supervisory practices
§ better communication with European and national

supervisors and improved “home-host” relations or
improved political position

§ Disadvantages:
§ very limited impact in the banking union decision-

making process
§ lacking access to fiscal and liquidity backstops
§ lacking clear and detailed opting-out conditions (not

based on the ECB arbitrary decision)
§ “too small to matter” – the problems in the eurozone

banking sectors may be solved at the expense of CEE
small financial systems

§ reduction of the macroprudential policy flexibility
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§ The Polish FSC has a dual mandate: shaping
macroprudential policy and coordinating actions
during crisis management
§ Macroprudential supervision area is chaired by

the President of NBP and NBP provides the
secretariat for the FSC

§ Crisis management activities are chaired by the
Minister of Finance and the Ministry of Finance
provides the secretariat for the FSC

§ Only “soft law” instruments at disposal:
§ Statements: drawing the attention of market

participants to identified potential threats for
financial stability

§ Recommendations: issued when it is necessary
to undertake actions to constrain systemic risk.
Recommendations might be addressed at the
member institutions

Polish 
Financial Stability Committee 

(FSC)

that built macroprudential policy institutional framework
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§ The National Bank of Poland provides analytical background
(data, competences) and acts as a lender of the last resort

§ The Ministry of Finance is authorized to use „hard power”
(issuing regulations)
§ determines the level of the countercyclical capital buffer

rate and recognition of the level of the countercyclical
capital buffer rate for third country

§ determines the level of the systemic risk buffer rate and
recognizes of the level of the systemic risk buffer rate for
third country

§ enacts the national non-harmonized instruments (level
of own funds, level of the capital conservation buffer,
requirements for large exposures, liquidity requirements,
risk weights)

§ The Financial Supervision Authority is authorized to issue
administrative decisions
§ determines the Global Systemically Important

Institutions, their relevant category and their buffer rate
§ determines the Other Systemically Important Institutions

and their buffer rate

Polish 
Financial Stability Committee 

(FSC)

that built macroprudential policy institutional framework
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Macro policies interactions § Pros:
§ Coordination of macro policies
§ Flexibility of macroprudential policy

making
§ Coordination of „soft” and „hard”

instruments
§ Compliance with current law-making and

law-enacting procedures
§ Central bank analytical expertise and

credibility
§ Cons:

§ Possible correlation with political cycle
§ Temptation to refrain from any action at

all (i.e. inaction bias)
§ In some cases decision-making process

can be complex and time-lasting

Macro & 
micropru

policy

Monetary
policy

Fiscal policy

that built macroprudential policy institutional framework
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Substantial measures notified to ESRB - number of notifications received by measure
type /left/ and country /right/ (2017-18)

Source: ESRB

implemented substantial part of CRD IV/CRR package
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Source: ESRB, an asterisk (*) denotes that more than one measure of that kind is in place or has been announced

Overview of active macroprudential instruments in Europe (2018)

implemented substantial part of CRD IV/CRR package
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Phasing-in systemic risk buffer
(SyRB) in Europe (2014-)

The range of fully phased-in SyRB rates in
Europe (2018)

Source: ESRB

Source: ESRB

implemented substantial part of CRD IV/CRR package
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Number of systemically important institutions by
EU Member States

Phasing-in of O-SI buffer requirements

Source: ESRB

Source: NBP

Source: ESRB

implemented substantial part of CRD IV/CRR package
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but needs flexibility of non-harmonized instruments as well 
§ Recommendations:
§ Residential RE:

§ LTV cap 80% (2017), potential of attaining 90% if this
additional part (above 80%) is insured or collateralized

§ DSTI limit: bank-internal limits for all loans to
households; special attention required for loans with
DSTI>40% (for borrowers with incomes below the
average salary in the region) and DSTI>50% (for other
borrowers)

§ Maturity cap: maximum of 35 years, assessing
creditworthiness assuming maturity of up to 30 years

§ FX (-indexed) loans restrictions: a mortgage loan can
only be granted or indexed in the currency in which the
borrower receives the majority of its income or holds the
majority of its financial assets or other assets

§ Risk weights: 150% for exposures secured by
mortgages on residential real estate where the principal
or interest instalments depend on changes in the
exchange rate of one or more foreign currencies that
differ from the borrower’s income currency

§ Commercial RE:
§ LTV: 75%, or 80% if the part above 75% is insured or

collateralised with funds from a bank account or by
government or central bank securities

RRE-related measures in countries which activated,
recalibrated or announced policies (as in 2018)

Source: ESRB
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■ Poland implemented key macroprudential instruments: CCyB, Systemic Risk Buffer, O-SI Buffer
■ In the case of Poland Pillar II instruments (provisioning policy, dividend policy and liquidity)

seems ineffective:
■ Individual financial institutions level
■ Legal risk
■ When applied to members of the global banking groups their applications should be agreed on

the European level
■ CRR Article 458 instruments (e.g. requirements for liquidity/large exposures, risk weights for

targeting asset bubbles in the residential and commercial property sector) seems ineffective as
well
■ National macroprudential authorities responsible for their implementation
■ Require notifying a large group of the top European institutions: European Parliament, European

Commission, EU Council, ESRB and EBA (with sufficient justification)
■ The EU Council can withdraw or accept the national proposals (for the period up to two years).

but needs flexibility of non-harmonized instruments as well 
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■ Poland is small open economy integrated with European union but outside eurozone and banking
union

■ Poland has stable financial system but needs to address some specific sources of instability
(FX and FX-indexed loans, diminishing profitability, problems with some important banks, rising
RRE prices)

■ Polish economy needs to face global financial downturn and international financial markets
risks

■ In the long run Polish monetary policy hits the constraints of the global and ECB monetary
policy therefore needs to face some problems specific for Western developed countries

■ Poland built two-layers macroprudential institutional framework that combines flexibility of
macroprudential policy-making with relative easy convergence with other macro policies and
coordination of „soft” and „hard” instruments

■ Being outside banking union Poland implemented main CRD IV/CRR macroprudential
instruments. However taking into account specific characteristics of Polish financial sector the
need of using non-harmonized instruments aimed at keeping high quality of credit action,
curbing credit cycle and diminishing volatility of cross-border capital flows is strongly
advised

Conclusions
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